direct sum and product; ⊗ for tensor product; "∈" and "⊆" for set membership and containment (allowing equality; we use "⊂" if strict containment is intended); "∧" and "∨" for meet and join; "M/N " for the quotient of M by N ; and " . . . " for the ideal generated by ". . .".
We use square brackets [...] to delimit matrices appearing "as is", whereas we use parentheses (...) to delimit column vectors written horizontally in the text. Thus, column vectors represented vertically in displayed equations or figures are delimited by square brackets.
Our common symbols beyond the very standard ones above are defined in the following table. The notations listed are those that span more than one chapter. If the notation has a specific definition, we have given the page number for it; otherwise, we simply list the page number of a typical (often not the first) usage. (1, . . . , 1) ∈ N n 76 A abelian group with distinguished elements a 1 , . . . , a n 150 A integer matrix whose columns a 1 , . . . , a n generate A 133 a vector (a 1 , . . . , a n ) in 
